Abstract Recent experimental work on the nephrotoxicity of contaminants in drinking water using laboratory mice, motivated by the need to understand the origin of chronic kidney disease of unknown aetiology is examined within our understanding of the hydration of ions and proteins. Qualitative considerations based on Hofmeister-type action of these ions, as well as quantitative electrochemical models for the Gibbs free-energy change for ion-pair formation are used to explain why Cd 2+ in the presence of F − and water hardness due to Mg 2+ ions (but not Ca 2+
Abstract Recent experimental work on the nephrotoxicity of contaminants in drinking water using laboratory mice, motivated by the need to understand the origin of chronic kidney disease of unknown aetiology is examined within our understanding of the hydration of ions and proteins. Qualitative considerations based on Hofmeister-type action of these ions, as well as quantitative electrochemical models for the Gibbs free-energy change for ion-pair formation are used to explain why Cd 2+ in the presence of F − and water hardness due to Mg 2+ ions (but not Ca 2+ ) can be expected to be more nephrotoxic, while AsO 3− 3 in the presence of F − and hardness may be expected to be less nephrotoxic. The analysis is applied to a variety of ionic species typically found in water to predict their likely combined electro-chemical action. These results clarify the origins of chronic kidney disease in the north-central province of Sri Lanka. The conclusion is further strengthened by a study of the dietary load of Cd and As, where the dietary loads are found to be safe, especially when the mitigating effects of micronutrient ionic forms of Zn and Se, as well as corrections for bio-availability are taken in to account. The resulting aetiological picture supports the views that F − , Cd 2+ (to a lesser extent), and Mg 2+ ions found in stagnant household well water act together with enhanced toxicity, becoming the most likely causative factor of the disease. Similar incidence of CKDu found in other tropical climates may have similar geological origins.
Introduction
Many disadvantaged tropical communities are facing a new type of kidney disease even though the recognized causes (e.g., diabetes, hypertension, etc.) of kidney diseases are absent. It is generally called 'Chronic Kidney Disease of Unknown aetiology' abbreviated to CKDu or CKDU. Urine-albumin excretion above standard thresholds is usually the early clinical sign of CKDu. Increasing incidence of CKDu among adult rural populations in Sri Lanka as reported in WHO-SL-reports (2013) and by Jayatilake (2013) , while Reddy et al (2013) have reported on India. Similarly, El Salvador (Gracia-Tabanino et al, 2005) , China (Lin et al, 2014) , South-Asia Jessani et al (2014) and the global distribution (Weave et al, 2015) have come under scrutiny during the last decade. We deal with experiments on mice that were undertaken as a step towards understanding the nature of CKDu in Sri Lanka; but the results have wider implications (Wasana et al, 2017) .
The North central province (NCP) of Sri Lanka was home to the ancient Anuradhapura civilization (∼ 5 century BCE to 10 century CE). It is a part of the so-called "dry zone" (DZ) of Sri Lanka, with a rainfall ∼ 1750 to 1000 mm. per annum (Agriculture Dept., 2013) and largely overlaps with the region affected by CKDu. Because the illness is most prevalent in disadvantaged agricultural communities, it was natural to look for agrochemical and environmental explanations for the illness. Many of the proposed causes of CKDu were based on the toxicity of pesticides, or heavy-metals found in fertilizers. Others looked for a geo-genic origin, e.g., fluoride (Dissanayake, 2005 , Illeperuma et al, 2009 , or origins in occupational health (e.g., dehydration in a dry climate). However, the concentrations of heavy-metal toxins or pesticides found in the water or soil in the affected area were negligible or inconclusive (Jayatilake , 2013 , Nanayakkara et al, 2014 in comparison to the maximum allowed levels (MALs) stipulated by WHO and other regulatory bodies. In contrast, urine samples and biopsies (Jayatilake , 2013 , Dahanayake et al, 2012 , Levine et al, 2016 of patients showed levels of Cd, As, and Pb well above the expected amounts. Given that most patients were in a relatively advanced state of the disease when diagnosed, these high levels merely indicated the bio-accumulation of toxins which occurs when kidneys become impaired. Phyto-accumulation of Cd and As were also found, and above the MALs in staples like rice and most types of vegetables consumed by residents in the affected areas as well as in CKDu-free areas (Premarathne, 2006 , Jayatilake , 2013 , Premarathne et al, 2011 . The first comprehensive study of CKDu by Jayatilake (2013) in Sri Lanka was sponsored by the World Health organization (WHO) and the National Science Foundation (NSF) of Sri Lanka. The study tentatively suggested that Cd may be the cause of CKDu, although no firm conclusion was made. Whether the toxin load from food is relevant to CKDu in Sri Lanka or not will also be discussed (sec. 7).
In the following we review evidence which suggest that sub-MAL quantities of ions like fluoride become nephrotoxic in the presence of hard water, and also increase the nephrotoxicity of cadmium but not that of arsenic. A qualitative discussion using Hofmeister-type protein-denaturing concepts (Salis and Ninham, 2014, Collins, 1997) given in Dharma-wardana (2015) is replaced by a more quantitative electrochemical model. The presence of Cd, As and F in food, and the copresence of counter agents like Se and Zn, the dietary load, and how the MALs given by regulatory organizations should be interpreted will also be examined.
Toxins in drinking water.
In a previous publication by Dharma-wardana (2015) two probable scenarios for the origin of the disease were presented, and drinking water was selected as the likely mediating agent of the disease. The first scenario was based on the observation of Jayasekara et al (2013) that many of the affected communities were adjacent to river basins of large irrigation projects that could serve as conduits for fertilizer runoff from plantations. Judging from World-Bank data (World-Bank, 2016) , El Salvadore, a country affected by CKDu, is found to use less than 1/26 of the agrochemicals/hectare compared to a high-end user like New Zealand (2013 data). Similarly, Sri Lanka uses on the average only about 1/5 to 1/10 the agrochemicals per hectare used by New Zealand (1836 kg/hectare in 2013) which is free of chronic kidney disease of unknown aetiology. This anti-correlation of agrochemical usage with disease is not sufficient to rule out agrochemicals as a cause since amounts that exceed the mean is used in the plantation areas of Sri Lanka's central hills. Hence the hypothesis of agrochemical runoff into the NCP via rivers and possible accumulation needed further examination. However, recent work by Diyabalanage et al (2016a) has shown the following:
"...the trace metal concentrations in the Mahaweli (river) upper catchment were detected in the order of Fe > Cu > Zn > Se > Cr > Mn > As > Ni > Co > Mo. Remarkably high levels of Ca, Cr, Co, Ni, Cu, As, and Se were observed in the Mahaweli Basin compared to other study rivers. Considerably high levels of Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, and Se were found in upstream tributaries of the Mahaweli River...Cd ... often attributed to the etiology of unknown chronic kidney diseases ... is much lower than ... reported levels".
Thus traditional "heavy metal" toxins like Cd, As, Pb and Hg are not flowing into the endemic areas along "irrigation rivers". Furthermore, Cd, As and other "heavy metals" found in the rice grown in the rain fed wet zone exceed the amounts in the dry zone by 40-60% (Diyabalanage et al, 2016b , Meharg et al, 2013 and so one cannot attribute any clear role in the aetiology of CKDU to the irrigation rivers that feed the dry zone.
Chemical analysis of the soil and water (Jayatilake , 2013) and by Nanayakkara et al (2014), Levine et al (2016) in the affected areas shows that heavy metal concentrations are generally well below the maximum allowed levels (MALs) stipulated by regulatory bodies. There is, however a runoff of PO
3− 4
ions into the NCP as seen from Table 1 of Dharma-wardana (2015) . But there are no MALs stipulated for phosphate in drinking water, even though it is a strongly Hofmeisteractive ion. The second scenario that was presented by Dharma-wardana (2015) was the action of Panabokke's redox processes in stagnant shallow wells of the NPC. This gradually increases the ionicity of the well waters. The origin of kidney disease was linked to water of high ionicity damaging the membranes in the tubules and other components of the kidney via the Hofmeister mechanism. The suspicion that users of drinking water from household wells could be at risk was in the literature by 2011 (Wanigasuriya et al, 2011 , Illeperuma et al, 2009 . Early work had showen that well waters in endemic areas have high electrical conductivities. Detailed studies of the wells and isotopic evidence for the lack of connectivity of these wells to the main water table of the region have been presented more recently by Manthrithilake (2016) . The confluence of fluoride, hardwater and cadmium in the endemic areas has also been established by Wasana et al (2016) . Mouse studies using NCP water from three locations and a control were presented by Thammitiyiagodage (2012), providing evidence of nephrotoxicity. Hence the studies of Wasana et al (2017) on experimental mice fed with water containing controlled amounts of fluoride, heavy metals and hardness become very topical and clarify the aetiology of the disease.
3 Experimental results on the nephrotoxicity of combinations of ions in drinking water.
The experimental results of Wasana et al relevant to our study are summarized in Table 1 . Wasana et al (2017) give details of kidney-tissue damage which include (i) interstitial fibrosis, (ii) mononuclear cell interstitial inflammation, (iii) tubular atrophy, (iv) apoptosis, (v) cell degeneration, (vi) cell necrosis, (vii) Glomeruler lesions, (viii) glomerulosclerosis, and (ix) hyperemia and hemorrhage. In order to have a simple quantity characterizing the impact of the insult on the organism, we have selected the average weight loss (or gain) per mouse during the experiment as a simple index and presented it in the tabulation. The weight loss corresponds fairly well with the detailed damage profiles given by Wasana et al (2017) .
The results of Wasana et al (2017) establish quite definitively that although fluoride is not nephrotoxic even at ∼6.7 times the MAL (i.e. 10 mg of F − per litre of soft water; see row 7F of table 1), it becomes nephrotoxic in the presence of hard water (see row 6). It is clearly more nephrotoxic than even cadmium in soft water. In fact row 7 shows that it takes twice the MAL of Cd to reach the same level of kidney damage and weight loss as fluoride at the MAL in hard water. The WHO and other MAL specifications on fluoride are based on fluorosis rather than nephrotoxicity and there has been less recognition of the nephrotoxicity of fluoride. In fact, row 7F of the table shows lack of renal toxicity at this concentration. The MALs quoted by other regulatory bodies can be somewhat different. For instance, the US Food and Drugs Administration gives an MAL of 5 µg/l for Cd (ASTDR, USA, 2013) , while the MAL for fluoride has been lowered to 0.7 mg/l of fluoride (Fox, 2011) . The US Environment Protection Agency has used 4 mg/l as the MAL for fluoride. The need to set MALs with reference to the hardness and simultaneous presence of fluoride in drinking water becomes clear from the work of Wasana et al. 3 .1 Relevance of the results to human nephrotoxicity.
The experimental results should be a strong indication of how human kidney tissue will also respond to these toxic insults, if the data can be related to a human model. The life expectancy of male Sprague-Dawley mice (used in the experiment) is about three years, and the duration of the experiment (∼150 days) corresponds to about 14% of the organism's life time, i.e., in human terms, about 10 years. This in fact corresponds to the likely time scales for the onset of CKDu. On the other hand, as pointed out by Vijaya Kumar (2017) , dosage levels are about three times higher than what occurs in the context of CKDU. Supplementary material (Table  S 3) of Wasana et al state that the mice imbibed around 30 ml/week or about 5 ml/day of water. Given a weight of ≃30 g/mouse, this corresponds (linear scaling) to a human intake of 10 l/day of water with the stated concentrations of ions. At a more typical human intake of 3 l/day, the corresponding fluoride concentrations would be 0.45 mg/l instead of 1.5 mg/l, and 0.9 µg/l of cadmium instead of 3µg/l. The data of Levine et al (2016) for the composition of water in dug wells give a maximum of 0.168 µg/l of Cd, and 2.05 mg/l of fluoride (but no standard deviations are given), indicating the daily intakes one may expect. If we use a linear model and scale the observed toxicities (in terms of weight loss per mouse) to an intake of about 1/3 the amount of water, then the weight changes for rows 2-6 of table 1 become roughly -1, -2.6, -1.3, -1.6, and -1 g/mouse, still showing significant toxicities above the likely noise threshold of the experiment.
4 Hofmeister-type action of ions in water.
The chronic action of corrosive ions on kidney tissues can be qualitatively understood from the interaction of ions and water with protein substrates. Biological properties of these membranes involve targeted folding and unfolding of proteins which pump ions and water along biochemically defined gradients. Thus the mechanisms of both beneficence and toxicity are similar at the molecular level, with the correct ions or incorrect ions docking at target sites in proteins and creating good or disruptive behaviour.
Ions themselves carry a sheath of water molecules, i.e., a "solvation shell" of relatively tightly bound "captive water", while at least a loose second solvation shell exists. In strongly charged ions like Al 3+ even a third sheath is relatively tightly bound, so that the effective radius r of the solvated ion in water is increased compared to the intrinsic ionic radius r i in vacuuo. The 1st (Wasana et al, 2017) ), as reflected in the weight change in grams per mouse. Maximum Allowed Limits (MALs) indicate the safe limits for each substance, according to WHO drinking water standards used in Ref. Wasana et al (2017) , i.e., MALs for F=1.5 mg/l, Cd=3 µg/l, As=10 µg/l, Pb=10 µg/l, secondary standard Al=200 µg/l, Hardness: CaCO 3 =200 mg/l, and
hydration shell adds ∼ 1.4Å to the intrinsic ionic radius (Shannon, 1976) . Hence the effective electric field Z/(ǫr) of the ion in water with charge Z is significantly decreased. Here the dielectric-screening constant ǫ of the solvated water around the ion is ≃ 1.5−2, i.e., much less than that of bulk water where ǫ ≃ 80. In Table 2 we give ion radii, nominal numbers of solvated water molecules (solvation number n s ) and Gibbs free energies of hydration for some ions of interest. The mean solvation numbers n s may range from 4-8 or more for common cations, and 2-8 for some anions; The n s values are sometimes optimized to non-integer values n * s for use in physico-chemical models in fitting to experimental data (Marcus, 1991) .
Composite ions like AsO
, have a behaviour different to simple ions like Na + as their 'surfaces' exposed towards the water medium are negatively charged oxygen ions. The latter interact loosely through hydrogen bonding and 'disrupt' the tetrahedrally hydrogen-bonded structure of water. The effective radius of the anion (AsO 3 )
3− is about ∼2.5Å, and is determined by its trigonal geometry, its As-O bond length of 1.77Å, and the large oxygen atoms. Proteins also from a hydration layer at their charged surfaces where electrostatic effects and hydrogen bonding come into play. The water attached to the protein membranes, glycans in glycoproteins etc., play a vital role in ion channels and fenestrae in the endothelium, and across the basement membrane (a network of proteins) of the kidney. While acute toxicity acts directly via specific reactions targeting specific chemical pathways usually leading to oxidative stress, chronic toxicity works by more subtle pathways, one of which is the change in the hydration sheaths of protein layers or intermediates like the Kidney-injury molecule (KIM-1), leading to local restructuring of protein layers. A qualitative description of modifications of water structure, both in bulk and on protein layers is afforded by the concepts of "kosmotropes"(order-makers) and "chaotropes"(disorder-maker) (Salis and Ninham, 2014, Collins, 1997) . Ions like Mg 2+ are kosmotropes while AsO 3− 3 with its trigonal structure has a chaotropic effect on the tetrahedral water structure. However, while such discussions can be suggestive, they are hard to quantify. Modern methods for relating structure to activity (Yeo et al, 2012 ) may be used for toxicity studies, but this remains a largely unexplored area. In this study we assume that the association of ions in water to form ion pairs leads to a disruption of how these ions are docked or interact with protein layers, and create the possibility of toxic injury.
5 Electrochemical approach to synergies and antagonisms in the nephrotoxicity of mixtures of ions in water.
While Hofmeister concepts like Kosmotropy, Chaotropy and qualitative measures like the "principle of matching water affinities" provide qualitative guides, they are difficult to quantify. Instead we use a semi-empirical electrochemical approach.
In clarifying the synergistic action of ions, we consider: (a) two types of ions, e.g., Mg
2+ and F − , or Cd
2+
and F − ions, being present in water together and found to modify their toxicity; (b) two types of ions found to ions, and (c) other cases involving multiple ions. The formation of ion-pairs or their absence is proposed as the model for elucidating the observed toxicities, and the model seems to correlate well with the experimental observations. Pair formation between the cation C and anion A occurs if the Gibbs free energy of the hydrated ion pair is less than the sum of their respective individual hydration free energies.
This is the most basic expression of co-solvant/solute effects, while various reformulations, e.g., based on preferential binding concepts etc., are used in the study of protein-salt interactions (Ben-Naim, 1992 , Smith, 2004 ).
Here we consider only ion-ion interactions; interactions with proteins are not directly invoked in the current formulation. Gibbs free energies for ion-pairing is calculated using the electrochemical model of Marcus (1991) . More advanced solvation models, e.g., Koneshan (1998) , as well as microscopic quantum mechanical calculations using density functional simulations (e.g., Jin (2011)) will be left for future work. The pairing free energy ∆G p between an anion A and a cation C contains an energy term and an entropy terms. These contributions to pairing of hydrated ions involve explicit changes in the hydration of the ions.
The Coulomb energy of pairing for a "contact pair" CA is of the form
where Z a , and r a are the valance and radius respectively of the anion, and similarly for the cation where the subscript 'c' is used. The valency of anions is taken as negative. the dielectric constant ǫ = 1. Our objective is the Gibbs free energy change ∆G 0 p per mole under standard conditions of pressure and temperature (STP) for the ion pairing proposed in eq. 2. The r c , r a values refer to the smallest coordination radii of the cation and the anion when contact pairing occurs. The new ion pair of valance Z p = Z c + Z a has its own hydration free energy. We use the semi-empirical fit formulae given by Marcus (1991) to evaluate ∆G p .
We consider an isolated ion in water of valance Z, effective radius R = r + ∆r, where ∆r is the radial increment due to hydration. ∆G of hydration of a single ion placed in water is the sum of the following terms.
∆G 0 = 41 − 87(R/nm) + 1200(r/nm) 2 ; kg/mole (7) ∆G as = 1200Z 3 r; kg/mole (8)
The hydration energy evaluated using these formulae are close to the experimental values, but may be in error by about ± 10%. The constant N av is the Avogadro number, and Gaussian units are employed. The Gibbs free energy change due to the strongly-held hydration shell is given by ∆G 1 and invokes ǫ ′ , the dielectric constant of the strongly-held water. A value of ǫ ′ ≃ 1.79 is used in the formulation of Marcus. ∆G 2 is the contribution from the weakly held hydration shells spreading into the water medium, and here ǫ ≃ 76.9. The last two terms, ∆G 0 , ∆G as are semi-empirical and are given in practical units of kJ/mole, with the radii in nm. The fact that the water molecules orient differently at a cation from those at an anion (where the protons point to the anion) is accounted for via G as . The term ∆G 0 is a semi-empirical neutral-solute correction that occurs in the Born-Haber solvation cycle.
The above model can be applied to an ion pair p made up of the Cation + Anion. In addition to the Coulomb energy of the pair, hydration energy terms similar to Eqs. 5-8 are needed; r p = r c + r a , and Z p = Z c + Z a are the radius and valance of the ion pair. The change in the Gibbs hydration free energy on pairing is the sum of the following terms.
Eq. 9 contains the volumes of the hydration sheath of the anion, cation and the pair, viz.,
respectively. These are easily evaluated from the geometry of the ion pair displayed in Fig. 1 . The volume fraction V h (p)/{V h (A) + V h (C)} is of the order of 0.4-0.7 for common ion pairs. In evaluating the contribution for hydration beyond the captive shell, i.e., ∆G 2p , and for the asymmetry and neutral corrections, we assume that for r > r p the ion-pair is effectively like a single ion of charge Z p . The increment ∆r p in r p from solvation is evaluated from the following equations with r/(nm).
These equations reproduce the ∆r of individual cations and anions used by Marcus (1991) , Table 1 . The resulting pairing Gibbs free energy changes per mole, ∆G 0 p are given in Table 3 . We have not included Cl − and Na + ions, as these are monovalent ions with relatively large radii with no tendency to associate. The results for ∆G 0 p and ∆G 0 c , G 0 a can now be used to calculate pair concentrations given the concentrations of reactants in any experiment, using the relation G = G 0 + RT log e {activity}. The activity may be taken to be approximately equal to the molar concentration for dilute solutions. Further chemical speciation calculations (e.g, using MINTEQ (2000) and such codes) are in fact not necessary for our purposes where we are dealing with laboratory water used in the experiment of (Wasana et al, 2017 ) at a pH of ≃7. Furthermore, standard codes may not adequately treat the relevant ion-pairing processes due to the lack of accurate experimental equilibrium-constant data. If we consider a binary pair like (Al-F) 2+ , it will also form more complex aggregates like AlF + 2 etc., but the higher complexes are less important and the formation of the binary complex (usually the dominant form) is the key to understanding the changed biophysics of nephrotoxicity. Hence we directly use table 3 to determine when pairing is likely to be relevant.
Nephrotoxicity in the presence of two types of ions.
While Cd 2+ and AsO 3− 3 are well established as nephrotoxins when present above their MALs, F − is not universally recognized as a nephrotoxin. However, we treat it as a nephrotoxin under suitable conditions, as established from even the work of Wasana et al (2017) . Furthermore, the effect of other ions commonly found in drinking water on the nephrotoxicity of Cd 2+ , AsO 3− 3 , and F − is not understood and we examine this in the light of cation-anion interactions. There is no anionanion or cation-cation pair formation as the Coulomb interaction energy is positive for like charges. We also include in our study the transition-metal ion Fe 3+ as its behaviour is typical of such ions which have small ionic radii and high charge. They readily form ion aggregates which are, however, usually insoluble. But binary pairs like (FeF) 2+ at low concentrations remain in solution, and can contribute to nephrotoxicity although this aspect has received little or no attention. Panabokke's redox mechanisms that may operate in dug wells (Dharma-wardana , 2015) emphasized iron and manganese (see also Levine et al (2016) ), while the work of Diyabalanage et al (2016a) emphasized the dominant presence of iron and copper in the Mahaweli-river water. We do not make a detailed study of transitionmetal effects, but present the data for Fe 3+ as being typical of such ions.
Cd
2+ and one anion species present together.
The first-row entries in Table 3 (Wasana et al, 2017) , row 5, will convert to (CdF) + ion pairs with no water molecules between them (contact pairs), but with a single common solvation sheath of water molecules (Fig. 1) . The (CdF)
+ ion pair will appear as a "sodium-like" ion and approach protein sites that attract sodium ions, and break apart to reveal toxic cadmium and fluoride ions -two bullets wrapped into one! Thus the toxicity of Cd, and fluoride are both enhanced by their mutual presence. This is also observed from the experimental data of Table 1 . While cadmium alone at even twice the MAL in soft water produces a weight change of -3 g/mouse (row 7) , cadmium jointly with fluoride (both at their MAL concentrations, row 5) produced a weight change of -5 g/mouse. Hence the joint toxicity of Cd 2+ and F − is very strong and equals about 3 times that of cadmium alone at its MAL in soft water (assuming a quasi-linear dependency of the toxicity on the dose for this limited range).
Ca
2+ and one anion species present together. Table 3 , row 2 shows that there is no ion-pair formation with Ca 2+ ions and hence the type of synergistic action shown in Wasana et al cannot be caused by ion-pairing due to calcium ions in hard water. The chronic toxicity caused by high levels of arsenic in well waters has led to public health emergencies in Bangladesh, Taiwan, and many other countries. Hence it was natural to consider the possibility that the CKDu epidemic in the NCP of Sri Lanka may be connected with arsenic toxicity.
However, to explain the geographic localization of the disease to the NCP region, a number of workers proposed that arsenic together with the hard water typical of the region was responsible for the disease (Jayasumana , 2011 , Jayasumana et al, 2013 and that Ca 2+ ions conferred an enhanced toxicity to AsO 3− 3 making even sub-MAL amounts of arsenic nephrotoxic. However, the Gibbs free energies given in Table 3 for pairing, and in Table 2 for Ca 2+ and AsO 3− 3 do not support such a possibility within an ion-pair approach. In a subsequent revised version of this theory (Jayasumana , 2014 , ITFG, 2014 , together with glyphosate inclusive of its hydration sheath also turn out to produce no stable intermediates; instead, Ca 2+ ions combine with glyphosate to form an insoluble product as has been known experimentally for decades (Smith and Raymond, 1988) . Since insoluble materials precipitate out, they cannot be agents in any toxicity linked to drinking water.
Mg
2+ and one anion present together. Tables 2 and 3 show that all the fluoride ions are completely converted to the form (MgF)
+ . The (MgF) + ion-pair looks like a Na + ion as it approaches a protein surface if the distance of approach is significantly larger than r p ∼ 0.2 nm. At closer range the Mg 2+ and F − will break apart under the electric fields of the ionic centers and H-bonding sites of the protein. The magnesium and fluoride ions are delivered to the wrong sites, e.g., possibly docking sites in epithalial Na-channels, disrupting their reactive capacity and structure. The ATPases that play a role in the sodium pump act via transport or exchange of monovalent (H + , Na + , K + ) and various divalent ions (Bustamante and Feraille, 2007) . The divalent Mg 2+ will also be delivered to the wrong sites. Hence fluoride ions in the presence of magnesium hardness may be expected to be more nephortoxic than fluoride ions alone. This is in agreement with the experimental data of row 7F and row 6, Table 1 , where the the experimental mice suffer a weight loss of 3 g/mouse.
It should be noted that Mg 2+ ions do not form ion pairs with AsO 3− 3 , and hence magnesium cannot be invoked to propose that CKDu in the NCP of Sri Lanka is caused by AsO 3− 3 toxicity enhanced by this type of (i.e., magnesium) hardness.
Al
3+ and one anion species present together.
The results from Table 3 clearly shows that Al +3 readily forms ion pairs with practically all the anions. Aluminum in various forms is abundant in the environment. However, Al +3 strongly interacts not only with other anions, but also with colloidal matter, soil etc., found in water and precipitate out of drinking water. Aluminum salts are used as flocculants in water treatment. Thus small concentrations of aluminum ions are ubiquitous in drinking water, with a non-mandatory MAL of 200 µg/l. Healthy individuals flush out the ubiquitous but low-concentrations of aluminum ions that enter their bodies, but a long-standing controversy about the neurotoxicity of aluminum exists, especially when used as pharmaceutical adjuvants (Tomljenovic and Shaw, 2012) .
While aluminum by itself has not been seriously implicated as a nephrotoxin relevant to CKDU, it has been proposed that fluoride ions may react with aluminum ions from cooking utensils and contribute to CKDU by Illeperuma et al (2009) Jin (2011) . Aluminum ions in the well water can help to dissolve fluoride ions from the regolith and increase fluoride concentrations in stagnant wells.
Pb
The Gibbs free energy calculations in row 5 of Table 3 show that lead ions show no tendency to associate with any of the anions listed. Hence, within the ion-pairing model, lead ions will have no modifying effect on the toxicity of fluoride or arsenic contaminants in water (except for the usual electrolytic effects due to the modifications of activity coefficients). Since the toxic ion Cd 2+ is positively charged, there is of course no ion-pair formation between Ca 2+ and Pb 2+ either.
5.1.6 Zn 2+ and one anion species present together.
The Gibbs free energy calculations in row 6 of Table 3 show that Zn ions associate strongly with fluoride ions to form (ZnF) + , giving strong competition to cadmium. In fact, the Gibbs free energy change ∆G p for (ZnF)
+ is some 20 times larger (negative) and hence there will be virtually no (CdF) + ion pairs formed. If it is present in well water, Zn can increase the concentration of fluoride ions by leaching it off the soil into the water. The ionpair (ZnF) + is likely to be more toxic than fluoride acting alone, just as is the case with magnesium ions.
A transition-metal cation and one anion species present together.
A variety of transition-metal ions are found together in water and the situation proposed here, where the transition-metal cation being dominant is unlikely in running water. However, such situations may arise in the stagnant water in dug wells. Levine et al (2016) report a maximum of 1.38 mg/l of Fe, while the US-EPA MAL for Fe is 0.3 mg/l. However, many other ions (F, Mn, Na, Pb) exceeded the stipulated MALs and well water is by no means a binary ion system. Nevertheless we study it as a a useful step. The values of ∆G p for ferric ions show that any fluoride or arsenide ions would be converted into a binary pair with the ferric ion, until all the fluoride ions, or arsenide ions (these being usually the ones with a lower molarity) are exhausted. There is a strong possibility that the arsenide will be oxidized to the less toxic arsenate form and complex further to precipitate off the solution phase. The (FeF) 2+ binary ion is likely to be more nephrotoxic than the fluoride ion acting alone, but Fe 3+ is recognized as potent fluoride coagulant because of the capacity of ferric ions to form such binary complexes and then coagulate with any organic colloidal matter present in the water, esp. under high pH conditions (Kerslake et al, 1946) . Hence ferric ions may actually reduce the amount of fluoride ions present in natural water at elevated pH.
Toxicity in the presence of multiple ions.
Normal drinking water always contains a variety of ions, e.g., Al 3+ < 0.05-0.2 mg/l, Ca 2+ < 200 mg/l, Mg 2+ < 150 mg/l, HCO 3− 3 < 200 mg/l, etc., which have secondary MALs, while known toxins like F − < 3 mg/l Cd 2+ < 3µg/l, Pb 2+ <, AsO 3− 3 , Hg 2+ are present at the level of a few µg/l and their MALs are primary standards, i.e., enforceable by law. The current primary standards are based on the toxicity of the ion acting alone. In general such an assumption is satisfactory because the presence of many types of ions leads to a reduction in the toxicity of the multiple-ion system. In a multi-ion system there are many pairing processes possible, most of which do not augment the toxicity, but compete with the toxicity-enhancing pair processes. This may be cast into a more rigorous statement based on the central-limit theorem, but the analysis will not be elaborated here. Furthermore, in dealing with actual drinking water (rather than the example of water used in the mouse experiment of Wasana et al (2017) ), a chemical equilibrium model for the calculation of chemical speciation, solubility equilibria, sorption, presence of suspended matter for natural waters should be used after ensuring that the needed free-energy data for the relevant ion species are available in the data base of the software used.
If we consider the four component system containing cadmium, fluoride, aluminum and Mg 2+ from hard water (see the experiment of Wasana et al, row 12), it is effectively a six-ion system, i.e, Cd 2+ , F − , Al 3+ , Mg 2+ and counter ions which may be NO − 3 for Cd 2+ , and Na + for F − , or any other simple ions considered to be nontoxic. The ion pairs relevant to toxicity are (a) fluoride with aluminum (b) fluoride with magnesium, and (c) fluoride and cadmium. Of these, the last pair, (Cd-F) + , is strongly nephrotoxic with the toxicity enhanced, while (b) enhances the toxicity of fluoride. Hence, the formation of (b) and (c) together competes with each other. The formation of the aluminum complex leads to no enhancement of fluoride toxicity, and strongly competes with (b) and (c), with the highly favourable ∆G p of Al 3+ . The net effect, e.g., at typical concentrations close to the MALs is to reduce the toxicity of the mixture due to the presence of multiple ions. This is in fact observed in the experimental data of Wasana et al (2017) , (row 10 of Table 1 ), where the multi-ion mixture produces a weight loss of 3 g/mouse, where as the (CdF) + pair alone would have produced a weight loss of 5 g/mouse(row 5). The decrease in toxicity on adding competing Mg 2+ from hard water is seen in row 2 where the weight loss is 3 g/mouse.
The presence of many ions in natural drinking water leads to multiple interactions most of which are nontoxic, and hence take away from the strength of the toxic interactions. This situation can be strongly modified in stagnant water in wells which draw from disconnected underground regolith aquifers. Specific salt species can concentrate due to a variety of geochemical and redox processes (Panabokke, 2007 , Dharma-wardana , 2015 , and also form concentration gradients in such water wells (Manthrithilake, 2016) .
6 Likely origin of trace metal toxins and fluoride in drinking water.
The presence of fluoride in the geological area endemic to CKDu is well accepted (Jayatilake , 2013) , while its confluence with hard water has also been recognized. CKDu is prevalent among NCP residents who use certain shallow household wells with water having a high electrical conductivity, but not among those who use water from reservoirs (known locally as "weva"), irrigation canals and rivers. These form an interconnected network of water bodies linking the CKDu stricken area with highly agricultural areas nearby as well as the central hills of the country. Analysis of the flowing water by a number of independent groups has revealed levels of Cd 2+ below the MALs (Diyabalanage et al, 2016a , Jayasinghe et al, 2015 , Nanayakkara et al, 2014 , Jayatilake , 2013 . Nevertheless, a persistent theme regarding cadmium contamination of soils has been the claim that phosphate fertilizers, especially 'triple super phosphate' (TSP) directly adds Cd to the soil due to high levels of contamination. On the other hand, citeJayasumanaSP15 reported a maximum of ∼ 38 mg of As per kg of phosphate fertilizer but not cadmium, in some fertilizers imported to Sri Lanka. While the build up in the soil of Cd and fluoride contamination from fertilizers is invoked by many writers. e.g., Premarathne (2006) , Loganathan et al (2008) , Tòth et al (2016) , simple calculations suggest that cadmium or arsenic build up in the NCP in Sri Lanka (or anywhere else) due to fertilizer use is a very unlikely scenario.
If we assume that 25 kg of phosphate fertilizer per hectare are applied into a depth of 15 cm in paddy cultivation, a soil volume of 1.5×10
6 liters is treated; hence we assume a dry soil weight of ≃ 10 6 kg. An extremely contaminated sample of TSP may contain 50 mg of Cd, and 50 mg of As per kg of fertilizer. Even such a contaminated fertilizer will add only (50x25 mg)/(10 6 ) = 1.25 µg of Cd and As per kilo of soil per application, while typical threshold values are 5 mg of As and 3 mg of Cd per kg of soil. Hence, even if all the Cd and As remain in the soil, with no wash-off and continue to be bio-available, it will take 4000 applications to reach toxic-soil thresholds of As, and 2400 applications to reach the threshold for Cd. Even at two applications per year, and with uninterrupted use of a heavily contaminated TSP containing 50 mg/kg of Cd or As, it will take 1.2 millenia to build up the Cd level in soil to dangerous thresholds, and 2 millenia for As. In reality much of the Cd or As from the TSP applied to the soil become part of runoff during monsoons, and also converts to bio-unavailable forms held in the soil. Thus the time needed for Cd impurities in fertilizers to reach thrshold levels becomes longer than even millenia time scales. Hence the use of "contaminated fertilizer" cannot be considered the origin of higher levels of cadmium found in agricultural soils.
The Cd and As in the NCP soils of Sri Lanka are mostly likely to be from normal geological sources and from acid rain linked to coal-fired power stations that are abundant along the South Indian coastline. A small contribution comes from vehicles and tractors using fossil fuels. The heavy rainfall in the wet zone results in prolonged submerging of paddy soils producing extreme reducing conditions (Chandrajith et al, 2005) . This facilitates the mobilization of Cd and the subsequent Cd uptake by the plant. In the dry zone, soils are irri-gated avoiding prolonged submerging. A major source can be from the phyto-accumulation of cadmium and other metal toxins by leafy vegetation, crops, paddy and grasses (Stritsis and Claassen, 2013, McWilliams, 2009 ). When such plant matter is recycled to the soil through normal decomposition or as compost fertilizer, the Cd and similar toxins accumulated in the plants are returned to the soil at an increased concentration (factor of 30-100). This may explain why agricultural soils contain more cadmium than some virgin soils. Also, use of industrial sludge, dredging from tanks ("weva"), or composted urban waste or waste from livestock farms as components in fertilizer can contribute unknown amounts of metal toxins to agricultural soils.
The dietary load of Cd and other toxins
The existence of interactions among commonly found ions like Mg 2+ , and toxic ions like F − , Cd 2+ , implies that the accepted MALs for such toxic ions have to be reviewed when used for regulatory purposes. A review of the dietary load of such common toxins in the presence of other salts and micro-nutrients is hence needed.
In the case of fluoride, while a lower beneficial limit is desired to prevent dental carries, the American Dental Association also provides a daily tolerable upper limit of 10 mg irrespective of the body weight of fluoride intake for adults from all sources, beyond which it becomes a health risk (American Dental Association, 2005) . The Environmental Protection agency sets the limit at 6 mg/day (EPA, 2011) . Considering the exceptionally long half-life of cadmium (in the body) and that daily or weekly ingestion in food would have a negligible effect on overall exposure, a provisional tolerable monthly intake (PTMI) of 25 µg of Cd per kg of body weight has been established (JECFA, 2011) . For convenience we use the equivalent provisional tolerable daily intake (PTDI) of 0.833 µg of Cd per kg of body weight.
This PTMI makes no mention of how to allow for the presence of other ions derived from, e.g., Zn, Se, Mg, and F. Studies by Diyabalanage et al (2016b) provide data (Table 4) on the concentration of As, Cd, Se, as well as Zn found in rice grown in three climatic zones, namely, the Dry Zone (DZ), the intermediate zone (IZ), and the Wet Zone (WZ). The endemic areas are in the DZ, while the WZ is essentially free of the disease. The earlier data for As and Cd in rice by Meharg et al (2009 Meharg et al ( , 2013 are consistent with the more recent data.
The most striking feature of these data is the presence of significantly higher amounts of As and Cd in the rice consumed by people living in the wet zone where there is no CKDu. On the average, 50% more cadmium and 40% more As are ingested via rice by residents of Diyabalanage et al (2016b) . The fluoride and aluminum values are estimated (Tegegne et al, 2013, Amarasooriya and Dharmagunawardhane, 2014) a typical WZ-village, e.g, Bandaragama. We have chosen Bandaragama since data for the heavy metal concentrations in the vegetables in the area have been reported (Premarathne, 2006) . They are given in Table 5 . The same concentration trends for Cd, As and Zn found in rice for the DZ, IZ, and WZ may be expected for the leafy vegetables as well. A typical Sri Lankan diet includes rice, vegetables, lentils, and some fish or meat. Lentils do not bio-accumulate metal toxins to any significant extent, and the meat and fish components are quite small in comparison to Western diets. Hence the main source of metal toxins is from rice and vegetables. The total intake from rice alone has been estimated in Table 2 of Diyabalanage et al (2016b) , where values of 0.6 µg and 0.32 µg of Cd per kg of body weight (kgBW) from rice for the WZ and DZ respectively are given. Approximately 20-30% more are contributed from vegetables, tea, and other food items, boosting the values to 0.8 and 0.43 µg of Cd per kgBW, for the WZ and DZ respectively. This total dietary intake, where we have not allowed for bioavailability etc, for the WZ is at the threshold of 0.833 µg of Cd per kgBW (i.e, the PTDI of Cd) stipulated by the WHO (JECFA, 2011). The intake in the DZ is considerably below the PTDI. Thus, judging by these considerations alone, the DZ-resident has not been not under threat of Cd toxicity, while the WZ-resident has been under threat or at least under a hazard. However, no cadmium toxicity in any form is seen in the wet zone, even though the rural WZ resident consumes the traditional "rice and curry" diet! There are several simple factors that resolve the above puzzle. They are (i) co-action of Zn and Se which are in concentrations exceeding those of As and Cd by a factor of the order of 500 (for Zn), as seen in table 4; (ii) only about 30% of the cadmium is in a bio-available (i.e., 'exchangeable') form, and (iii) less than 5% of the ingested heavy metals are absorbed by the gut.
It is known that Se and Zn in the diet have an antagonistic action on Cd (ARL, 2012 , Brzóska et al , 2001 , Matović et al, 2011 . The behaviour of these ions in the diet is not likely to be related to the ion-pairing process described previously, applicable to drinking water. The European union allows the sale of oysters with high amounts of Cd, if Zn is also present in significant quantities to compensate the action of Cd. The rice consumed by the residents of Sri Lanka may contain Cd, but also contains overwhelming amounts of Zn ions. Cd has a less favorable Gibbs free energy for ion association compared to Zn, and Zn is chemically and bio-chemically more active than Cd. While the WHO study noted a deficiency of Se in CKDu patients, this is more likely to be an issue of late stage CKDu patients rather than a reflection of their diet, as the rice has selenium in significant amounts.
The PTDI thresholds are stipulated for the action of, say, Cd ions when they are assumed to be fully bioavailable and able to act independently. If the bioavailable Cd and Zn concentrations are denoted by Cd
2+
and Zn 2+ , assuming that cadmium ions do not act until all the zinc ions are depleted, then we define an effective cadmium concentration Cd
The PTDI should be compared with daily intake calculated from Cd 2+ ef f
and not from the uncorrected amount.
Conclusion
We have examined the toxicity of Cd, F, As and other chemical agents in their ionic form and their interactions in drinking water, as well as their presence in the diet. The toxicity enhancement or suppression in water is modeled via the formation of strategic ion pairs. The electro-chemistry of anion-cation interactions in hard drinking water containing Mg 2+ ions is able to completely account for the experimental observations of renal damage observed in experiments on mice by Wasana et al (2017) . In particular, interactions between fluoride and magnesium, and also fluoride and cadmium cause enhanced nephrotoxicity. Strong interactions between fluoride and aluminum ions, or fluoride and zinc ions are found. No enhancement of arsenite toxicity due to hardness is predicted from this electrochemical analysis. The results strongly suggest that stagnant well water consumed by some residents in the CKDUaffected areas, and containing F − , Cd 2+ and Mg 2+ can be a definitive cause of the disease. Calcium hardness is found to be irrelevant within our toxicity model of ion association, as the Gibbs free energy of association with calcium ions with fluoride, arsenate or arsenite is positive (i.e, not favoured).
The data for the toxicity of heavy metals in the diet underlines the importance of micro-nutrient ions like Zn and Se that can play a role in suppressing the toxicity of Cd, F and possibly also arsenic. While the uncorrected Cd and As dietary load of wet zone residents in Sri Lanka is close to or above the WHO safety threshold, they become very safe when the effect of Zn, Se, and low bio-availability are taken into account. The Dry Zone residents do not have heavy Cd and As loads in their diet, even when we use uncorrected dietary loads to compare with the PTMI values of the WHO. It is suggested that the use of unmodified safety thresholds (e.g., MALs, PTDI etc.) for the toxicity of ions is valid only for single-ions in solution, or when there is a very large number of ions of similar electrochemical activity where a multiplicity of competing interactions restores the simple MAL model when the central-limit theorem begins to hold sway.
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